
HUMOR SCRIPT

Narrator (Ryan): Have you ever been with a friend who would constantly act sus all of a sudden

Actor 1: You’re such a sussy baka *growling noise* [while grabbing leg]

Actor 2: [act uncomfortable and weirded out]

Narrator: Or when you are with your friends or loved ones, they make very unusual comments
and sounds

Parent 1/Sibling (Leah): This shit bussin’ (alternative: This bussin’) or add beep to censor

Parent 2/Sibling (David’s Mom): Sheeeeeeesh

Actor 3 (David): looking very uncomfortable and cringes

Narrator: If you’ve witnessed any of these symptoms, your friends and family might be
experiencing  [dramatic pause] Extreme Tiktokitus Syndrome also known as (ETS)

Although there have been many temporary treatments, *CUT SCENE*

Actor 4 (Kyle?): [does tiktok dance]

Actor 5 (Akane?): Hey. You. Stop scrolling.

Actor 4 (Kyle?): [look at them for a second] “I'm getting ripped tonight, RIP that,,,ayyyy

Narrator: We have finally created a cure! Now introducing the Spray n’ Pray, [show product in
hand] an all new high-tech device that sprays the cringe away.

Narrator: If you see dancing [pause] spray

Actor 6 (Sonya): [does tiktok dance]

Narrator (Sonya): Unnatural facial gestures [pause] spray

Actor 7 (Sonya): [the sheesh face or eboy face]

Narrator: And even junko-posing [pause] spray

Actor 8: [does Junko-posing], [After getting sprayed] Hey! MY PHONE!!

Narrator: [turns to camera and smiles with thumbs up]



Narrator: And [bonk] no more tiktok *in the no more fortnite voice*

Narrator: Our doctors have created a concentrated formula using “StopItGetSomeHelp” and
“HoldOnYouHaveBeenScrollingWayToLong” and infused them into the spray to help people
suffering from ETS get cured.

[Show footage of people being happy]

Narrator: Not convinced? Well, our statistics show that 98% tik tok usage has decrease
significantly over the past months  *murmurs* usually because their phone are covered in water
*regular voice* but I digress

Narrator: Still not convinced, here are some reviews from our customers.

Actor 10 (Carson?): I used to spend way too much time on tik tok (shows screen hours of 10+
hours on tiktok apple phone) so my friends sprayed me with this product and it changed me for
the better. Thank you Spray n’ Pray!!

Actor 11 (Ryan) and Actor 12 (Lia): My mother got really popular on tiktok for being something
they call a MILF? Idk what that is, but she stopped giving me my afternoon gamer snacks. It
made me really sad and hungry, so when I heard about this product I immediately ran to my
local pharmacy to get it and sprayed my mother. After just one spray she stopped looking at her
phone for the first time in 4 months! This product is a miracle and saved my family!!!

Actor 12 (Akhand) & Actor 13 (Erin): My sibling used to be a huge “tik tok influencer” and rarely
spent any time with me since he got verified. Although he buys me all the Gucci wear I want,  I
don’t get the brotherly bond that a normal family would get. I decided to try out Spray n’ Pray as
a joke, but it ACTUALLY WORKED. Although our family lost our main income, I am always next
to my brother

Narrator: Side effects may include being moist, anger, uncomfortableness, yelling, rage,
outbursts, physical violence, mental breakdowns, headaches, cold, pneumonia, flu, fever, and in
some rare instances, death. If experiencing these side effects keep using the spray it is working.

Narrator: Now come to your local pharmacy or call 1(800) -😔💃😳 - POGGERS today and
get your first bottle of Spray n’ Pray

Narrator: In this script we use parody creating our own ad based off of existing medical ads and
satire by mocking these ads. (say very fast)


